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1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to the field of image processing, and more specifically, to the field of
motion detection within images. 2. Description of the Related Art Throughout the field of image processing, motion detection
(or motion analysis) is a technique commonly used to determine if image content has moved, which would indicate that a new
image should be captured. Motion detection includes determining motion of image content that is changing over time. By way
of example, a common application of motion detection is the detection of a moving subject of a video stream. The motion
detection techniques used in the related art, however, have a number of limitations. In general, the motion detection techniques
used in the related art do not have a real-time implementation. Accordingly, for moving image content to be determined as
being moving, such techniques have to wait for an entire frame to be captured before motion can be detected. Furthermore,
many of the related art motion detection techniques do not use all of the available information within an image, thus limiting the
effectiveness of the motion detection techniques. Thus, there is a need for an improved system and method for motion
detection.Q: laravel 5.4 Login with facebook not working i have gone through some of the links but still not able to get it
working. Here is my laravel 5.4 login with facebook code class FacebookLoginController extends Controller { /** * Get a valid
Facebook Access Token or a `General Error`. */ public function getToken() { $code = $this->getCode(); $url = ""; $response =
$this->getClient()->get($url); return $response->json(); } * Get the redirect URL to send users after logging in with Facebook.
public function redirect() $url = ''; 82157476af
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